AGENDA

8:00 CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST & NETWORKING

8:30 WELCOME & INTRODUCTIONS
- Welcome  SUPERVISORS DON HORSLEY & WARREN SLOCUM
- Review agenda & brief introductions  PAT BROWN, Home for All
- Home for All  PEGGY JENSEN, Deputy County Manager

8:50 BRIDGING THE GAP…between the project and the neighborhood
- The Value of Neighborhood Input  ELAINE BREEZE, Summerhill Apartment Communities
- The Role of Accessible Data & Tools for Community Members  ANN CHENG, TransForm
- The Voice of Neighborhood Interests  SURLENE GRANT, ENVIROCOM Communications Strategies
- The Effectiveness of Community Engagement  VICE MAYOR EMILY BEACH, City of Burlingame
- Moderated Q &A  ROSANNE FOUST, SAMCEDA
- Table Discussion

10:10 STRETCH BREAK

10:20 CREATING OPPORTUNITIES … for understanding by neighbors
- Presentation  SUSAN CLARK, Common Knowledge
- Exercise & Table Discussion  WILLIAM COOLEY, Common Knowledge
- Brief Q & A

11:15 WRAP UP
- Next steps  PEGGY JENSEN
- Closing  SUPERVISORS DON HORSLEY & WARREN SLOCUM
- Meeting Evaluation  PAT BROWN

11:30 ADJOURN

Location: Belmont Sports Center Conference Room - 550 Island Parkway, Belmont